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2021-04-22 Security, Privacy and Data Protection Drafting 
Group Meeting Notes
Attendees

Chuck Curran
Daryl Thomas
Jan Lindquist
Pagona Tsormpatzoudi
Peter Davis
Trev Harmon

Agenda Items

Time  Item Who

2 min Welcome & Antitrust Policy Notice Trev

High level debrief with section "owners" - challenges, issues, anything needed to be on track Pagona

Individuals' Control / decentralized architectures - it could feature as part of consent, data minimization, privacy rights (and/or in all 
sections): group to decide on approach

Everyo
ne

Data retention - do we need to distinguish between travel and public entertainment use cases? Everyo
ne

Privacy rights: access, deletion (right to be forgotten), portability (EU only) - what is relevant and what isn't? Everyo
ne

3 min Wrap up Pagona

Recording - Link

Notes

IP and antitrust announcement.
Pagona asked how drafting was going.
Daryl has time allocated over the weekend.
Jan has been attending at IIW.
Jan would like to talk about how the vaccine information is being used, and levels of assurances.
We started a discussion on user control. Do we create a section for it, or spread it across multiple sections.
Chuck suggested that it be brought up in multiple sections.
Had a discussion regarding what user control actually means.
Jan suggested an executive summary at the top outlining individual rights and expectations.
Chuck reviewed with us the privacy rights mentioned in the whitepaper and blueprint.
Chuck suggested that there is some responsibility within the ecosystem are insuring that others are also following the rules.
We had a discussion regarding disclosures.
We had a discussion regarding the importance of participants in the ecosystem. Jan has a diagram that he can add to help illustrate the potential 
relationships.
We should be linking back to the blueprint.
Had a discussion regarding data retention. We can encourage, but it will always be subject to local laws and regulations.
The right of deletion is similar to the EU's right to be forgotten.
We discussed data retention in the case of venues and other non-travel. There are contexts that have much less need for identity binding.
Chuck brought up the potential issue with discrimination.

Chat Log

00:05:10        Trev Harmon:        https://internetidentityworkshop.com/past-workshops/
00:10:53        Trev Harmon:        https://www.louvre.fr/en/online-tours

Action Items

Everyone work to get their draft section completed by tomorrow (Friday).

https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~tapanaca
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~tharmon
https://zoom.us/rec/share/1nD7c63D0fAyXZ3C7FUVC_D5dpWkw9qf8pccdK4hmcJxaKtViF1ucxOG0GrRSgm5.I1K23Nqwg44avzHc?startTime=1619045980000
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